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Dear Parents and Guardians
Over the July school holiday break, eight St Paul’s staff attended the four-day annual IBSC
International Conference on the education of boys, hosted by Scotch College, Melbourne –
courtesy of a very generous donation by highly respected New Zealand Cardiologist and Old
Collegian, Dr John Ormiston.
The theme of this, the 19th Conference, organised by the International Boys’ School Coalition
(IBSC), was “Unearthing Creativity”.
Ms Cyn Smith and Mr Chris Wynn (Directors of the Tihoi Venture School) presented one of
the seventy-three excellent workshops on offer, entitled “Let a boy spread his wings”, while
the other St Paul’s delegates, Messrs Peter Gilbert, Craig Hardman, Garth Littlejohn, Defyd
Williams, Jed Rowlands and the Headmaster, had incredible choice in the five workshop
slots and inspirational and thought-provoking keynote speakers, including Li Cunxin, world
acclaimed ballet dancer and author of the international bestselling book, ‘Mao’s last dance’.
“Creativity” itself is hard to define and is something that people the world over (i.e. given the
191 million Google hits) have strived to describe. The dictionary definition is ‘the use of the
imagination or original ideas in the production of an artistic work’, but in a School sense, it
means a lot more. Creativity is the tendency to generate or recognise ideas, alternatives or
possibilities that may be useful in solving problems, communicating with others or
entertaining ourselves and others. Our belief is that creativity is not just born, but can be
nurtured, fostered and encouraged given the right influences, environment and practice. If
we solely believe creativity relies on talent, we are likely to give up if we show no promise. If
we accept that talent is but one factor, there is more incentive to persevere and practice.

The cast of the 2012 School Production of
‘Les Misérables’ on stage at the Southwell School
Centre for Performing Arts
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Term Two at St Paul’s saw a huge amount of cultural creativity; the Choir continued to go
from strength to strength and put in one of its best performance at the regional “Big Sing”; the
performance of our students in the wonderful musical production of Les Misérables, were
amazing – the equal of many adult performances; while the creativity and imagination shown
during Arts Week, at debating and the senior speech contest, also was nothing short of
outstanding.
But we also see examples of creativity on the sports field: The try that is manufactured out of
nothing or the sublime goal scored in Soccer or Hockey; or the tremendous understanding
and interplay that can be achieved by team members on a Netball court.
In the classroom, we see creativity on an hourly basis. Ideas and perspectives that teachers
would never have thought out; the imaginative shown in story writing; the unique approach to
solving a Mathematics or Science problem.
So what are the conditions within a School that best enable creativity?
 We need a School that is open, inclusive and where both the students and teachers are
prepared to take risks in their learning and teaching. Creativity is driven by a quest to
improve, as learners we need our boys and girls striving to improve their learning.
 We need a greater understanding of students and the establishment of positive
relationships with them. Teachers need to know what motivates their students; their
inner passions and their dreams. While our students need a deeper understanding of
themselves, their interests and as thinkers and learners.
 We need to design programmes that reflect best practice as far as pedagogy, curriculum,
the learning landscape and spaces. Our learning emphasis needs to be both authentic
and holistic. It needs to set conditions that encourage and models inquiry and
encourages play.

Chalk Art during Arts Week
displays student creativity

Teaching and learning in the 21st Century involves both “guiding by the side” and “the sage
on the stage”. We want to produce young men and women who can manage complex tasks.
Passion beats brains in the real world. Creativity needs people who are able to improvise,
adapt and overcome; who are prepared to leap out of their comfort-zone. Everyone makes
mistakes and at some point has to take a risk – this is how we learn to get better. So a
positive School culture is essential to fostering creativity- the right platform for creativity.
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With the impending connection of the School to ultra-fast broadband, we are looking at St
Paul’s at progressively requiring our students to ‘bring their own devices’ (i.e. mobile
electronic devices). These ‘Internet learning companions’ – be they tablets, laptops,
notebooks or I-pads, should be regarded just as tools to learning and ultimately mediums to
creativity. A Year 9 class who all have an I-pad, have the flexibility to access the internet at
any time in a lesson or their learning. It shifts the emphasis away from content and a body of
knowledge, to the context of when that information can be useful.
However, such mobile devices are not and should not be seen as the sole future facilitator of
learning in the classroom. We must never underestimate the importance of relationships –
the relationship between the student and the teacher; the relationship between the student
and the message being delivered; the relationship between the student and the teaching (i.e.
the pedagogy being used).
The desire to create something innovative or beautiful is not constrained to just those with
artistic training. We all have that ability. As teachers, we often find daydreamers and
improvisers harder to teach and they in turn tend to under-perform in standardised testing,
our role as educators is to create a culture where all are encouraged and feel valued and
empowered with persistence and determination. Beethoven once said, “I make change and
reject and try again until I am satisfied”. Edison said, “Great ideas originate in the muscle”
and “I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.”
STAFF NEWS – NEW GAP TUTORS – 2012/2013
At the start of Term Three, we welcomed five new GAP Tutors from the United Kingdom,
many of whom come from our brother schools in that country and who will work within
St Paul’s over the next twelve months.


Miss Elissa Cundy
o Attached to Harington House
o Educated at:
Kelly College, Devon
o Sporting and Cultural interests:
 Captain of School Sailing team
 Accomplished musician and singer: Piano (Grade 3), Cello (Grade 6),
Singing (Grade 8)
 Member of Choir and Orchestra and major role in School production
o School Achievements:
 Duke of Edinburgh – Silver
 Head Chorister, Prefect, Head of House
o Studied: Music, Drama and English Literature for A levels



Mr Ben Chorley
o Attached to Clark House
o Educated at:
Aldenham School, Elstree
o Sporting and Cultural interests:
 Rugby, Cricket and Basketball
o School Achievements:
 Senior Boarder for House
 Duke of Edinburgh – Gold
 Leader at World Challenge team to Iceland
o Studied: French, German, Geography and English
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Mr Phillip Dunn
o Attached to Williams House
o Educated at:
St Bedes School, East Sussex
o Sporting and Cultural interests:
 Rugby and Cricket – gained both Level 1 Cricket and Rugby coaching
qualifications
 Lifeguard at School and local swimming pool
o School Achievements:
 Deputy Head of House and House Prefect
o Studied: History, Geography and Politics for A levels



Mr William Seville
o Attached to Sargood House
o Educated at:
Cheltenham College, Gloucester
o Sporting and Cultural interests:
 Captain of School 1st XV
 Selected for Gloucester Rugby Academy, England U15 Development
camp, South West England U16 Rugby team
 1st XI Hockey team 2010 – 2011
o School Achievements:
 College Prefect and Deputy Head of House
o Studied: Physical Education, Biology and History for A levels



Mr Rory Wells
o Attached to Clark House
o Educated at:
St Peter’s School, York
o Sporting and Cultural interests:
 Rowing – represented School VIII and IV at National Schools’ and Henley
Royal regattas – Captain of Rowing 2012
 Running, Cycling and Mountaineering
o School Achievements:
 Duke of Edinburgh – Gold
 House Prefect
o Studied: Geography, History and Politics

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
MR DUNCAN SMITH’S ADDRESS TO SCHOLARS’ ASSEMBLY
On Tuesday, 26 June, we hosted a special Scholars’ Assembly, at which we presented
certificates and recognised the members of the senior class of 2011 and current Year 13
students who gained National Scholarship awards. At the assembly, Mr Duncan Smith,
recent recipient of an ISNZ Honours Award, one of ten presented nationally in Independent
Schools, was our guest speaker. The following is his address to the School:
“Reach for the stars and if you try hard enough, anything is possible. St Paul’s
Collegiate School is an amazing place. You are encouraged and celebrated to be
successful. But what actually is success? Well I’ll tell you one thing, that final dress
rehearsal (of the Les Misérables production) last night was a success. We made mistakes,
but by gosh it was good! So why are some people successful and how can I be successful?
Well I’m going to suggest a few steps you can take.
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Dare to dream, big dreams and small dreams, however as Dumbledore says, “It does not
do, to dwell on dreams and forget to live.” ‘Purpose and persistence’. That’s what separates
those who achieve from those who merely dream! So what do you have to actually do?
1.

Be Passionate about it
That means you need to find or create meaning in what you are doing. If you
don’t really care about it then you will be mediocre.
You may have to start out small. But when what you love begins to consume
your mind, your thoughts, your conversation and your schedule – then you are
headed for success.
Do you dread going to school? Do you watch the clock? Does your mind wander
to other places and things you would rather be doing? You are going to succeed
to a lesser degree.
Find something you feel passionate about, something that energises you,
something worthy of building your life around.

2.

Overcome the fear of failure
So many of us (me included) are too scared to actually start something. This
means we have already failed. In this regard, I suggest to you the most important
subject in the entire School is Drama. By taking Drama, you can develop the
ability to be confident even when you are not. It gives you the skill to step outside
your comfort zone, like speaking in front of a huge audience.
Until you overcome the fear of failure, you’ll be immobilised at the prospect of
taking a risk. The important thing to remember when you fail is not to quit.
In School, Napoleon was forty-second in a class of forty-three, yet he went on to
build an army that conquered much of the world.
Albert Einstein was such a slow learner that it was suggested he switch studies
from Physics to some other topic, yet he’s considered the father of the atomic
age.
Only when you consider your failure to be final, are you finally a failure. Failure is
not an event, only an opinion, and as long as it’s not your opinion, you can come
back and succeed. In order to be successful, you have got to change your
thinking about failure. Failure needs to be seen as a regular part of success. You
and me need to get over it.

3.

Stop waiting for perfect conditions
Too many of us stand on the dock waiting. We want the ship in place, the
gangplank perfectly positioned, the weather right and an engraved invitation
before we’re willing to launch out. It will never happen!
Dreams don’t move toward us, we have to move toward them. It’s time to quit
waiting for the ideal circumstances, perfect timing and 100% guarantees.
Successful people do not spend the majority of their time thinking about what
must be done. Instead, they spend twice as much time reflecting on what they
have already accomplished, and on how they are capable of accomplishing what
they set out to do. ‘Things turn out best, for the people who make the best of the
way things turn out.’ ‘Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all.’
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Launching out means setting goals, establishing a plan to reach them, and
becoming accountable.
4.

You have to pay the price – time and effort
One of Michelangelo’s greatest masterpieces is the painting of the Sistine Chapel.
He lay at uncomfortable angles on hard boards, breathing the suffocating air just
under the vault; he suffered from inflamed eyes and skin irritation from the plaster
dust. For four years he literally sweated in physical distress; but look at what he
produced!
Michelangelo was focused. For you and me, we need to continue to develop the
right way of doing things. The right rituals, the right codes, the right thinking, the
St Paul’s way. The path to success begins with focus and focus is controlled by
our questions. Ask: How can I do such and such better / faster? Rather than, I
couldn’t do that because of such and such. Control your mind.

Once you have started asking yourself the right questions, act on them. You don’t need to
reinvent the wheel. Surround yourself with teachers, coaches and friends who can lead and
support you on your road to success.
As I said at the start, St Paul’s is an amazing place. The staff and you the students are so
talented. If we dream, and get passionate and embrace failure as but a stepping stone, then
we all can be successful. Today’s assembly celebrates the academic success of students
who have embraced these ideas and I add my congratulations to them. Finally, I challenge
you to one day stand where they are, because you too have reached your dreams. Thank
you.”

Past and present students
honoured at the Scholars’
Assembly for their academic
achievement in 2011
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LANGUAGE PERFECT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2012
Our French language students competed in the online ‘Language Perfect World
Championships’ and achieved the following excellent results:






73rd overall in NZ (out of 211 schools)
93rd overall in French (out of 630 schools)
29th for French in NZ (out of 177 schools)
6th for French in the 51-100 students (out of 144 schools)
4th in French in NZ for 51-100 students (out of 39 schools)

Three students gained Gold Awards (3000+ points)
i.e. top 2% of 140,000 French candidates
 Alex Jackson (3205 points)
 Belinda Pedersen (3005 points)
 Rosie Searle (3038 points)
Three students gained Silver Awards (2000+ points)
i.e. top 5% of 140,000 French candidates
 Tim Fletcher (2,003 points)
 Sam Masterson (2003 points)
 Craig Stocker (2145 points)
Four students gained Bronze Awards (1000+ points)
i.e. top 10% of 140,000 French candidates
 Youngmin Goo (1056 points)
 Sam Goodey (1001)
 Tim Husband-Dravitzki (1737)
 Fiona Thorp (1300)
11 Students received Credit Awards (500+ points)
 Sheng Cao (912)
 James Morritt (889)
 Michail Andreef (879)
 Tiana Collingwood (790)
 Marcus Ground (741)
 Jonathan Mayer (694)
 Michael Torrance (675)
 Robert Carmichael (600)
 Simon Morbey (515)
 Oliver Soar (509)
 Daniel Kerr (506)
STUDENT LEADERSHIP
Three additional Year 13 students have been added to the Schools’ Prefect Leadership
team. Claire Sayer (Term Two), Sam Armstrong and Graydon Scheres (Term Three)
were inducted as Prefects and join the 25 seniors who were selected at the start of the year
to lead the student body in 2012. Our Prefects, along with their fellow Seventh Form, do a
wonderful job in coordinating and motivating their House members in the many and varied
activities that make up the annual Inter-House Competition, along with taking a proactive role
in Assemblies, Chapels, and a supervising role in the Dining Room and for activities such as
the Headmaster’s Run.
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MERIT AWARDS FOR TERM TWO 2012
Merit Awards are presented to the top 5% of students in each Year level. Individual Merits
can be given for academic, sporting, cultural or pastoral achievement. The total number of
Merits received by individuals are accumulated to determine those who are to be recognised
at special assemblies held early in each of the School terms.
The following is a list of recipients for Term Two who were presented their awards at an
assembly early in Term Three:
Year 9
Kenan Grant
Fintan Cooper
Thomas Yarrall
Matthew Begbie

Year 10

Hamish Haycock
Cole Lucas
Benjamin Russell
Cameron Smale
Year 11

Michael Scott
William Te Tomo

Year 12

Leon Chiew
Kate Bishop
Alexander Jackson Luke Bowers
Kendal Buchanan
Benjamin Brogden
Damon Hayward
Year 13
Seung Chan Back
Amelia Jarvis-Hall
Frederick Walker

Ke Shi
Hannah Clare
Jessica Reilly
Scott Finlayson
Woramet Temboonsak

Cameron Blue
Jaimee Hugo

BOARDERS’ ACADEMIC AWARDS – PRESENTED AT THE END OF TERM TWO
Year
9
10
11
12
13

CLARK
Blair Foster
Marcus Ground
Daniel Kerr
Dominic
Scott-Jones
Peter Grierson

SARGOOD
Tom Yarrall
Jack Schicker
Ben Brogden
Lennart Lahrs

WILLIAMS
Bede Higgens
Hugo Brown
Dylan Wallbank
Jonathan Ring

HARINGTON

Arie Brogden

Mat Burke

Belinda Pedersen

Holly Hardie
Jill Wang

CULTURAL PARTICIPATION
LES MISÉRABLES – ONE OF OUR BEST SCHOOL SHOWS
In the final week of Term Two, we hosted Alain Boublil and Claude-Michel Schonberg’s most
famous musical productions, Les Misérables, at the Southwell School Performing Arts
auditorium. Based on the novel written by Victor Hugo in 1865, it is regarded as one of the
greatest French stories, it is based against a background of adversity in 19 th Century France.
Given the complexity of the music and the fact that so many of the adult audience would
have seen it performed by professional companies, Les Misérables was an ambitious choice
for the School to perform. Encouraged by the quality and depth, particularly of our senior
singers returning in 2012, a decision was made early last year to produce Les Misérables.
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With a tight timeframe and with many on stage involved in the Term One production of
Shakespeare’s ‘Mid-Summer Nights Dream’, the cast and crew basically had ten weeks to
prepare. The end result can only be described as amazing, with the quality of the four
performances, held between June 26-29, eliciting many emails and unsolicited comments
from those who had been in the audiences. The standard of the singing and acting was
faultless, with each of the principals: Sam Armstrong (Jean Valjean), Ross Noble (Javert),
Rosie Searle (Cosette), Jonathan Eyers (Marius), Josie Reilly (Fantine), Holly Ho
(Eponine), David Rooney (Thenardier), Harrietanne Embling (Madame Thenardier),
Connor Johnson (Enjolras); producing powerful performances. These leads were ably
supported by Miranda McArthur and Maggie Walch (Southwell students) and the following
named characters:
Aaron Parkinson
Mark Davis
Jordan Davies
Mat Burke
Daniel Johnson
Sam Tharratt

Christopher Whiteley
Peter Winkelmann
Jasper Hankins
Ryan McIntyre
Mark Swarbrick
Cameron Downey

And an enthusiastic and talented company:
Nickolas Baldwin
James Bickford-Smith
Hannah Clare
Finnbar Claridge
Harshitha Colonne
Charlotte Dumble
Emma Ferguson
Shani Fernando
Hemashri Govender
Samantha Jefferis
Daniel Kenna
Linda Lin
Rebecca Wilson

Evie McHugh
Meg Morbey
Suvarn Naidoo
Andre Ofsoski
Jessica Peart
Belinda Pedersen
Jessica Reilly
Conor Robson
Connor Roycroft
Ebony Tapara
David Tharratt
Fiona Thorp
Tom Wilson

Along with a great backstage crew led by the efficient and effective, Cailean Poole –
Phoebe Boyes, Chris Chilcott-Parker, Jack Oliver, Jeremy Doneghue, Tina Forde, Eliza
Larkin, Jackson Bovill, Dominic Scott-Jones, Heath Blyde, William Kenna, Timothy
Fletcher, David Hoskins (Old Collegian), Marc Laurich, Jonny Moss and Jonathan Ring.
They were assisted by: Jessica Elliott, Cathy Zhang, Micayla Kim, Sean Vartiainen
(Make-up); Shivani Thirayan, Brielle O’Connor, Victoria Blomfield (Hair); Lucy Roberts,
Lily Kang (Costumes); Leo Xiong, Alex Gudsell, Rory Forde (Sound and Lighting); Paul
Newton-Jackson, Alastair Carmichael (Orchestra).
With an incredible 50 students performing on stage, with 31 assisting either backstage,
musically or with lighting, Les Misérables was a huge enterprise.
The very talented Musical Director, Mr Francis Cowan, through his enthusiasm and passion,
did a great job in motivating and tapping into the musical talent of the cast. Director, Mr Nick
Clothier played a crucial role in lifting the quality of the acting performances to such a high
level, while Producer, Mrs Tracey Harfoot did a fantastic job in coordinating the whole
ambitious event, so that it ran so smoothly and without a hitch. Ms Andrea Dela Rue did a
huge amount of work on the costumes, ably assisted by parent, Mrs Karen Johnson. The
set, shipped up in two containers from the South Island, proved a show stopper and Mr Les
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Varney, assisted by Mr Haapi Wilson, did wonderfully well to piece it together and construct
the impressive barricade. Without the help of parents: Mrs Gayle Eyers (makeup –
organisation and design), Mrs Karen Embling (makeup – organisation and design), Mrs
Deborah Downey (hair – organisation and design), and Mrs Jackie Noble (makeup and
programme design), the show would not have been anywhere near as effective. While
teachers, Mrs Michelle Flint (coordination of the orchestra), Mr Duncan Smith (sound), Mrs
Deborah McRae and Ms Tina Bowler (marketing), Mr Peter Gilbert (extra-curricular
coordination), Mr Josh Howard (stage manager), Mrs Christine Coates (painting), Mr
Andrew Constable (photography), Mrs Rose Don and Mr Gary Judkins (front of house),
Mrs Debra Chapman (ticketing) – all played a crucial role in this very large scale production.
The end result was that Les Misérables was probably the best show that has been produced
by St Paul’s Collegiate School. Highly polished, with consistently outstanding, quality
performances from all those on stage, it proved entertaining and provided audiences with a
“wow factor” that will last for a very long time.
A final word from the Director, Mr Nick Clothier:
“Once again St Paul’s Collegiate School has boxed above its weight when it comes to
cultural pursuits! When the initial planning for this year’s production began, Mr Francis
Cowan provided a list of shows he was interested in musically directing. The one we settled
on was ‘Les Misérables’. A decision that was to involve the school community in a
gargantuan undertaking but one that everyone who saw the show will agree, was a task well
worth taking on.
From a technical point of view this show needed huge amounts of backstage support. This
was provided both by staff, parents and students, all of whom had many other commitments
to juggle.
One staff member I would like to mention in particular is Mr Duncan Smith who was
instrumental in making the show what it became. Listening in the stage headphones one
night, I heard Duncan giving instructions to the stage crew without which the wheels would
have fallen off the juggernaut that this show undoubtedly is. I neglected to mention him in my
final night speech. Sorry Mr Smith.
I think you will agree that this show was a resounding success. The highest praise received
in feedback from audience members was the fact that they forgot whilst watching the show
that the actors on stage were students and not professionals.
I would like to close by thanking all of the people who gave of themselves in putting this show
on. My only concern now is how do we possibly follow on from this one?!”
REGIONAL FINALS OF RUSSELL MCVEAGH DEBATING CHAMPIONSHIPS
On 27 May, the Senior One Debating team consisting of Hannah Clare, Mark Davis and
Liam Buchanan, with Louise Ford in support, competed at the biggest debating competition
of the year; the Waikato Division of the Russell McVeagh Debating Championships.
St Paul’s narrowly lost the first debate on the topic of ‘Performance Pay for Teachers’.
However, they followed this up with a very convincing win against Tauranga Girls’ High
School, negating the moot that ‘Smoking should be banned’, with both Liam and Mark being
awarded best speakers. The final debate also went to St Paul’s, beating John Paul College,
with Liam being awarded best speaker. Unfortunately, St Paul’s were just under the score
required to make the cut for the semi-finals, but they produced very creditable performances
and as a result it bodes very well for next year; as Hannah and Mark can compete again.
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Well done to all three speakers and our thanks go to Ms Bridget Hansen for her
coordination and support.
ANNUAL DEBATE AGAINST WAIKATO DIOCESAN
In June, five St Paul’s students and Ms Hansen, attended a Fairfield Rotary Meeting and
there took part in the annual Debating contest against representatives from our sister school,
Waikato Diocesan. Our three debaters: Hannah Clarke, Lovely Dizon and Liam
Buchanan, affirmed the moot that ‘It is wrong to keep wild animals in captivity’. In a wellprepared and argued debate, our team were praised by the adjudicator for being relaxed,
confident and articulate. In a tight contest, the Dio team gained the win by a slight margin.
TOMMY MOSS SECURES A PLACE IN NATIONAL SPEECH FINALS
In the District finals of the New Zealand Lions Speech Competition held at St Peter’s School
in 17 June, Tommy Moss was chosen as one of the three finalists from the Waikato/BOP
region, to contest the National finals, which will be held in August at the Botany Downs
Secondary School in Howick, Auckland.
IMPRESSIVE EFFORT IN THE V48 HOUR FILM FESTIVAL
Over the weekend of May 18 – 20, the School was abuzz with creative energy. For the
second year, St Paul’s had entered the V48 Hour Film Festival, an opportunity for aspiring
film makers and actors to have a voice in the New Zealand film industry. With thousands of
dollars of prizes, and the chance to have your film judged by Sir Peter Jackson, on the table,
there was a lot at stake for all involved.
The V48 Hour Film Fest is an annual competition open to all would-be film makers, no matter
their skill level or experience. Teams are given a set of elements to include in their film and a
random genre, all of which are kept secret until the 7.00pm launch. 48 hours later, the teams
need to be back at the finish line with a completed film. One second too late and the film is
disqualified. This event sees primary school teams competing against professionals from
Weta Workshops, each with the same goal in mind, simply to finish on time.
After a great year in 2011, we had a lot of eager students returning for a second opportunity.
The event this year was so popular that students split into two teams. ‘Midnight Oil
Productions’ was led by Jaimee Hugo and Sam Armstrong. This team consisted mainly of
senior students and had the challenge of making a film in only one shot. ‘Grasshopper
Studios’, our junior team, was led by David Tharratt and Sean Vartiainen. They got the
task of filing an ‘End of the World’ movie.
After initially freaking out at the thought of filming entirely in one shot, Midnight Oil got down
to the process of figuring out the story they wanted to tell. Ideas ranged from a musical
about an unlucky leprechaun, through to the one finally selected, the story of Nicky Brick
being stalked on her way home from a night on the town. The team got down to scripting,
composing music and casting, in preparation for the following night’s filming. The groups
scouted around and found a suitable location near the rugby grounds and they were feeling
very confident about the whole situation. The challenge however with a one shot film is
getting the timing right, not only of the acting, but also the camera work. This lead to about
two hours of filming to get a three minute scene, only to get back to School and realise
something was missing. After identifying the missing element, the team were back out for
another hour to make sure everything was right.
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Grasshopper Studios meanwhile had been filming throughout the day. The team decided to
take the idea of the end of the world and show how various people might cope with it. They
followed three people, one who tried to block it all out through the use of drugs, one who saw
it as the coming of Christ and the third who just wanted to spend time with his loved ones.
This approach meant that the team need to film a wide variety of scenes, in a number of
locations and with multiple actors, in a very short space of time. The amount of work for the
editors was also very high, as they tried to edit the three storylines together coherently. A
challenging task which came together very well.
On Sunday, the teams sat around watching the time tick away. Elsewhere the editors were
working frantically to get the projects finished. Each team had their own challenges with
sound and music, as they tried to get the films just right, but eventually there comes a time
when you have to be happy with the product you have and finishing on time becomes ever
more important. With the 7.00pm deadline looming, both teams rendered their clips hoping
that they would be done in time. Midnight Oil were finished first and with the team unsure
when Grasshopper’s would actually be done, they headed off to Wintec to hand in their work.
Fortunately Grasshopper’s were only a few minutes behind them. Upon arriving at Wintec,
both teams rushed in to the finish line to hand in their films with only minutes to spare.
At the city heats, both teams received positive reviews; Grasshopper Studios were especially
commented on the mature way they handled their theme. Although neither team made it
through to the city finals, Grasshopper Studios were nominated for the best school team in
the region. While no prizes were awarded to the School, both teams can be very proud of
their performance as the level of both quality and commitment was a big step up from last
year.
Already plans are underway to take things even further in 2013. Our thanks go to Mr Josh
and Mrs Amy Howard for giving our students this wonderful opportunity.
ARTS WEEK PROVES A REAL HIGHLIGHT OF THE YEAR
Arts Week 2012 was a great success for the School, with people becoming fully involved in
the art which for many was out of their comfort zones. This year the Arts committee selected
Dr Seuss as the theme for the week, which was well received by the students and staff. It
was a great theme to work with as it helped the students unleash their creativity with plenty
of inspiration to draw from. The week was kicked off with the ever entertaining Theatre
Sports. Each House had to provide
four Thespians to engage in a
friendly, but fierce, competition to
test their improvisatory skills. There
were three sections; the first was a
game of Space Jump, where each
character comes on separately to
change the situation of the scene.
Next was an Interview game, in
which the arms of interviewees were
put behind their backs, and the
people behind them put their arms
through
substituting
for
the
interviewer. The final game was
called “Props”, in which the teams
had to create a minute long scene centred on the prop they were given. Overall, Theatre
Sports created a lot of great laughs and was enjoyable for everyone, with Sargood placing
first.
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Next on the agenda was the Arts Day, which was also scheduled as a mufti day on Friday, 8
June. The mufti theme was Dr Seuss and the wacky world of Dr Seuss was well represented.
One of the highlights of the day was lip-sync – the Houses drew a song, which had Dr Seuss
links, to create an original lip-sync and was judged on costume, choreography, storyline and
lip-syncing skills. Hamilton House won out the top spot with their polished performance. Clark
reached second place, with Hall House taking out third.
There were two new categories this year, Cake Art and Short Story Competition. Cake Art
was enthusiastically approached by the students. There were many interesting takes on the
theme, and the clean up was enjoyed by all. The Short Story Competition involved the
competitors creating an alternate ending for a Dr Seuss story, making use of a Dr Seuss
rhyme scheme. It was great this year to involve a literature based competition in Arts Week.
Sculpture, Canvas Painting, Body Painting, Photography, Short Film, Physical Challenge and
Debating were other competitions on the day. These proved excellent opportunities for
students to flex their creative muscles in an enthusiastic environment.
Overall, Art Week was a huge success, with all of the students letting their imaginations run
wild and everyone absorbing themselves in the wacky, wonderful world of Dr Seuss. We
would like to acknowledge the Arts Week Committee, and particularly Mrs Kelly Saunders,
whose hard work and enthusiasm made Arts Week possible.
And finally, we would like to thank the students for stepping outside of their comfort zones
and unleashing your creativity. We thank you for a great week.
EZEKIEL CRAWFORD WINS SENIOR SPEECH COMPETITION
The annual Senior Speech Competition was held on the evening of 7 June. This competition
is open to all Year 12 students, who had earned an Excellence grade, from the class speech
delivered in Term One.
This year, eight competitors presented an array of speeches on an aspect of their history or
their life that has made an impact on them as people. Topics ranged from ancestors to
uncles, heritage to cultural pursuits.
Participants were: Toni Anda, Alexandria Ashford, Ezekiel Crawford, Mark Davis,
Phoebe Earnshaw, Shani Fernando, Mark Swarbrick and Peter Winkelmann.
Students were marked out of 50; half the points coming from the content of the speech and
the other half from the delivery.
This year the competition was very close and all the speeches were superbly presented.
The high standard can be seen in the overall results; there being only three points separating
first and eighth after the final count.
Second equal place went to Peter Winkelmann and Alexandria Ashford. Peter spoke about
his role-model uncle and Alexandria’s topic was Multiculturalism. The winner was Ezekiel
Crawford with a heart-felt, inspirational speech on his earlier life and upbringing.
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BIG SING 2012
The Big Sing is the national competition for Secondary School Choirs. In 2012, 280 Choirs
were entered and competed in Regional Competitions leading to the National Finale in
Wellington in August.
This year, St Paul’s entered with three challenging pieces. Strong commitment from the
Choir meant we were feeling confident and well prepared.
The Waikato/BOP Regional Competition was held in Tauranga at Bethlehem College on 15
June. There is no opportunity to sing on the stage prior to the actual performance, so all
Choirs have to adjust to the dry acoustic as they perform.
We were lucky to be straight after lunch, so we could access our warm-up room early. This
meant the Choir were well settled and ready when it came time for their turn on stage.
Our first piece was David’s Lamentation by young American composer, Joshua Shank. This
showed impressive contrast of dynamics and powerful tone. The judge, Anthony Ritchie,
described this as a very atmospheric performance.
Our second piece, Matariki, by Janet Jennings, was described as an ambitious choice which
was very well prepared.
Our final piece, sung in German, was Evening Song by Rheinberger. Vocal tiredness meant
some minor balance and pitch issues lowered the performance a notch.
Overall, the Choir gained a Commended Award which is a significant step-up from last year.
In mixed voice choirs, we were definitely in the top two of the Schools represented. The
development of the team spirit in the Choir has been amazing and they came away with
some valuable suggestions for further improvement.
Our thanks go to Director of Music, Mr Francis Cowan, for his hard work and inspirational
leadership of this talented group of singers.
STRONG PERFORMANCES AT REGIONAL CHAMBER MUSIC FINALS
On 12 June, at the regional NZCT Chamber Music Contest, three groups performed. Fiona
Thorp, Michael Torrance and Christopher Whiteley (Ternio Musica) received participation
certificates. Jonathan Eyers, Rosie Searle, Nina Lee and Naomi Whalley (of Hillcrest
High School) (XXXY) received a Highly Commended Award and Paul Newton-Jackson,
Michael Torrance and Luke David (The Fake Plastic Trio) received the Statham Award for
the Best Performance of a New Zealand Work at a District Contest, winning $400 for the
School. The trio performed Paul’s own composition, Ruglaour … Snuast dyr. The depth and
quality of musicianship were particularly noticeable this year and our thanks go to the
Director of Instrumental Music, Mrs Michelle Flint, for her assistance with the various
groups.
OTHER CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS


At assemblies, musicians were presented with their Grade Certificates:
o
o

Sam Armstrong – Grade 3 Tuba from the Associated Board Royal Schools.
Luke David – Grade 6 Trumpet from the Trinity Guild Hall.
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Arts Week 2012
Top Left:
Top Right:
Bottom Left:
Bottom Right:
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Winner of the Body Painting – Alex Hargreaves, School House
Hall House Clay Sculpture
School House’s Painting Team
Hamilton House Girls’ show off their Body Painting
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BOARDERS’ CULTURAL AWARDS – PRESENTED AT THE END OF TERM TWO
Year
9
10
11
12
13

CLARK

Jeremy Doneghue
Jesse Ruri
Jung Xue

SARGOOD
Ben Negus
Nick Winkelmann
Taylor Deakin
Peter Winkelmann
Daniel Kenna

WILLIAMS
Tom Wilson
Chris Higgens
Jasper Hankins
Cailean Poole
Liam Buchanan

HARINGTON

Eliza Larkman
Fiona Thorp
Rosie Searle

SPORTING ENDEAVOURS
COLTS SOCCER TEAM WIN HILLSDENE TROPHY TOURNAMENT
Our Colts side played in the tough Hillsdene Year 9/10 Invitational Football Tournament over
June 10-12, playing against many of the larger boys’ schools in the Central North Island.
In pool play, they comfortably accounted for New Plymouth Boys’ High School (2-0) and
Rotorua Boys’ High School (8-2), before drawing with Tauranga Boys’ High School (4-4),
having been down 3-0 at one stage in the game. In the semi-finals, the Colts Footballers
defeated tournament favourites, Hamilton Boys’ High School 2-1 in a gutsy, exciting and
hard-fought game.

Hillsdene Trophy Winners – the Colts Football XI

In the final they met Tauranga Boys’ College, where they were put under a lot of pressure in
the first half and were fortunate not to concede a goal. The second half saw a return to the
form they had experienced throughout the tournament; with Waikato Ball scoring first from a
superb strike from the corner, Reed Fisher soon followed with a great volley from outside the
box. Joshua Cave put the finishing touches in, scoring soon after – the final score being a
comfortable 3-0 victory to St Paul’s.
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Given the quality of the opposition, with most of the other schools having many more players
to call on, the team’s win was an outstanding victory and bodes well for the future of Football
in the School. The younger players appreciated the experience of Waikato Ball and Matt
Fielding who both currently play for the 1st XI side. A fantastic win for our Colts side in this
prestigious annual tournament. The team’s thanks go to Mr Kelvin Hogg and to Mrs Julie
Goodwin for their wonderful support during the tournament.
BETHLEHEM COLLEGE EXCHANGE
On Wednesday, 20 June, we hosted senior girls’ sports teams from Bethlehem College, for
what has become a regular Winter Sports Exchange.
In the Open A Netball fixture, our team won convincingly 46-36, with the side working
together extremely effectively, defensively upsetting Bethlehem’s flow. In the 1 st XI Soccer
fixture, in a very tight game, our girls started strongly, exerting pressure and looking
dangerous, with some fast breaks, but it was Bethlehem that scored first, just before half
time. In the second half, St Paul’s showed great determination to contact the ball and good
work by Shani Fernando and Livi Jackson resulted in a goal for Rebecca Foster and a
one all score line. In the Hockey fixture, after a scrappy start, we scored in the 17th minute
through a goal to Phoebe Boyes. In a much better second half, both captain, Lizzy Rajan
and Toni Anda scored early on, resulting in a convincing 3-0 win. Player of the day for the
1st Hockey side was Laura McKenna.
TAURANGA BOYS’ COLLEGE EXCHANGE
In one of the largest exchanges of the year, four teams traveled over to the Bay of Plenty and
we hosted nine teams/groups from Tauranga Boys’ College.
On a winter’s day, when the weather was quite kind, one of the highlights was the
performance of the 1st XI Soccer side, who won their fixture which doubled as a NZSS
qualifying game. Playing a side that plays in the Mens’ Federation One League, the St
Paul’s side started impressively, scoring three quick goals by Jacob Robb, Ollie Tomic and
Conor Crowe, to lead 3-0 at the break. In the second half, they kept Tauranga scoreless
and asserted their dominance through a fourth goal from another Jacob Robb header. Peter
Grierson, Ayush Lakhera, Jared McCarthy, John Penyas and Elliot Collier all had strong
games, as they helped St Paul’s to a historical first win over Tauranga Boys’, the first in the
past 17 years of this fixture. In the other Football matches, the depleted 2 nd XI were
outclassed, while the Tauranga Colts side avenged their loss in the Hillsdene Trophy to win
4-1.
In the Rugby, the highlight was the 2nd XV win over the previously undefeated Tauranga
Boys’ College side. Although Tauranga scored early in the corner, Corban Morison replied
with an excellent try down the blindside and the conversion and a couple of penalties to
Tyrell Martin, saw them led 13-5 at the break. In the second half, Tauranga Boys’ again
scored first, but St Paul’s hit back with a try by Malcolm Luman, which was converted and
although Tauranga scored again, St Paul’s held out to a deserved 20-15 win. Players who
produced strong performances were Harry Larkin, Shneil Singh and Lucas Martin. The
U16 and U14 sides were both extremely competitive, losing 29-13 and 15-12 respectively.
In the Hockey, the 1st XI lost a very even match 3-1. St Paul’s created more opportunities,
but failed to convert them. Our only goal was a field-goal by Alec Wilson. Matt Tingey
produced a Man of the Match performance. The Colts Hockey was also tight with no side
dominating play. Tauranga Boys’ led at half time, before Michail Andreef equalized. St
Paul’s eventually went down 2-1, after Tauranga Boys’ scored a goal in the final minutes.
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In Basketball, a depleted Premier and Colts side went down 82-57 and 86–24 with Aaron
Keppler having a big game, scoring 26 points.
In Debating, our team negated the moot that ‘We should use the death penalty as a
punishment for the worst crime’. Liam Buchanan, Fiona Thorp and Mark Davis produced
a strong performance to take out the debate convincingly. While in Theatre Sports,
Tauranga won a close encounter 74-71, and also took out their first win in the Chess 13.5 to
10.5.
WAIKATO/BAY OF PLENTY SECONDARY SCHOOLS’ CROSS COUNTRY
A group of 16 students competed at the regional championship Cross Country event on a
demanding course at Porritt Stadium. The course was tougher than the one we use for the
School Cross Country, with more hill climbs and longer race distances.
Jack Davies, Connor Egan, Harri Draper-Kidd and Ryan Wilkins lined up in the junior
boys race over 3,000m, with Jack being the first St Paul’s finisher in 12th place; this was a
particularly good effort as he was sick in the days leading up to the race. Connor placed 15 th
and these two results combined with the efforts of Harri and Ryan saw the team place a
respectable sixth.
In the intermediate boys’ race, Ezra Berridge had his best race of the Cross Country season
to place 7th. He was closely followed in by Adam McCarthy and Hamish Black in 13th and
14th place respectively. Hamish’s performance needs special mention as he ran over three
quarters of the 4,000m distance with a gash in the side of his foot, after being spiked. The
injury was so severe that it required stitches once he had finished. Solid runs from Dan
Goodwin, William Reeves and Sam Masterson helped this team to place an impressive
third in this age group.
Katelyn Matthews lined up in the senior girls’ race over 4,000m, but unfortunately illness
saw her pull out after a strong first lap, that saw her comfortably sitting in the top six runners.
The senior boys’ race over 6,000m saw five of our students lining up in this event. The
6,000m distance means this race is close to twice the length of our School Cross Country,
making it a demanding run. A steady performance from the St Paul’s runners in this age
group resulted in the team placing third. Jared McCarthy finished 9th, Toby Way 10th, Liam
Buchanan 15th and Jonty MacPherson 30th. There was also some bad luck in this race
with Jack Tatton, who was running comfortably and looking good for a top five placing
having to pull out as he slipped and twisted his ankle badly as he headed into the last
1,500m of the race.
NEW ZEALAND SECONDARY SCHOOLS’ CROSS COUNTRY
On Saturday, 16 June, the New Zealand Secondary Schools’ Cross Country Championships
were held at St Kentigern College in Auckland. A small team of four students from St Paul’s
raced at this event.
Connor Egan competed in the Year 9 race over 3,000m. He found the race very demanding
and it didn’t help that he was suffering from a cold, but he performed creditably to place 84th
in a strong field of 171 runners.
In the senior boys’ race, Jack Tatton, Ezra Berridge and Liam Buchanan lined up for the
6,000m course they were to compete over. This was another tough course with close to
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2,000m of it involving hill climbs with some challenging gradients. 221 starters lined up in
this race and Jack was the best performed of our athletes placing 59th. He ran a smart race
to work his way steadily through the field, picking off runners who were suffering from
running the first section of the race too fast. Ezra placed 93rd in his first race over this
distance and he is well placed to make significant improvements over the next 12 months.
Liam, running in his first competition at this level, ran honestly for 183rd.
The boys have trained hard for this event and the efforts they have put in will make them
stronger when their focus turns to the track later in the year.
WAIKATO/BAY OF PLENTY SCHOOLS’ DUATHLON
On Wednesday, 20 June, St Paul’s had four
students participating in the regional Duathlon
Championships. The fields for each race were
relatively small but strong.
Fortunately, the
weather was mild and dry.
Adam McCarthy competed in the U16 division: the
race for this age group consisted of a 2.5km run,
followed by a 16km bike leg and finished with a
2.5km run. Adam performed very well, achieving a
5th placing.
In the U14 division, we had Jack Davies, Harri
Draper-Kidd and Ben Negus competing. Their
race consisted of a 1.5km run, a 12km bike and
concluded with a 2.5km run. Jack finished the first
run leg in first place, but was closely followed by
two other competitors. During the bike leg he was
passed by these two students. However, in the
final run leg, Jack ran very strongly and was able to
pass one student and gain an impressive second
placing. Harri and Ben also performed highly
creditably, gaining 4th and 5th placings respectively.
Well done to all of these students and in particular,
congratulations to Jack Davies who won the silver
medal for his age group.
REGIONAL SQUASH CHAMPS
On Thursday, 21 June, the Waikato Secondary Schools’ Division One Squash Champs were
held at Hamilton Squash and Tennis.
St Paul’s had one team entered, consisting of Conor Gawith, Sam Rush and Alastair
Blackett. First up they played Thames High School with all three players winning in straight
games.
In the second round, they came up against the very strong team from St Peter’s. This was
always going to be a big ask, tackling the second seeds, with St Paul’s eventually going
down 3 nil.
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In the final game against St John’s, it was a much tighter match up. All three matches were
very closely fought, but we eventually lost the tie two matches to one, so finishing in overall
7th place.
On Thursday, 28 June, St Paul’s had five boys and one girls’ team entered in the second tier
Squash competition. Many of those participating in this competition were involved in a
tournament for the first time. Our best performers were our Boys’ Blue team (Sam
Lockwood-Geck, Khalid Raza, Sam Fullerton-Smith) who came third in Division Two. Our
Girls’ team finished fourth in Division Two (Claire Sayer, Holly Irwin, Natasha Sue).
TAUPO SHOOTING REPORT
On Wednesday, 16 May, the St Paul’s Shooting team travelled to Taupo to compete in the
annual Taupo Shoot.
Weather conditions were surprisingly fine with no rain and little wind. This led to a number of
good scores being posted through the day. The highlights being:



Sean Collinson-Smith dropped just five points over the day to score 95/100 and miss
out on the shoot-off by just one point.
Liam Buchanan followed closely behind on 94/100.

Overall the team placed fifth-equal in the team’s event, shooting 333/375.
WAIKATO GUN CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP 2012
A number of the Shooting team competed in the Waikato Championship. This was a great
opportunity for our St Paul’s students to test themselves against the best of the Waikato/Bay
of Plenty adult shooters.
Sean Collinson-Smith had a great day in the A grade competition. He was placed second
in the Single-Barrel, third in the Single-Rise and was placed fourth High Over All (HOA) in
this grade.
Henry Wills, competing in the C grade competition, won his first title. He comprehensively
won the Single-Barrel competition, scoring 24/25. His combined score over the three
disciplines placed him third HOA in this grade. This was an outstanding effort from Henry as
he has only returned to Shooting after completing a successful season Rowing last term.
PUTARURU SHOOT
For the Putaruru annual Inter-School Shoot conditions were fine, but cold at first, with little
wind and good visibility. The first event was the Single-Rise. We struggled off the mark with
no one shooting the possible 20 from 20 targets. Our top scores were Anthony Simpson
and Liam Buchanan – both on 19/20.
The second round was the Points Score. This was the most important round as it counted
for the individual trophy and the team’s event as well. We struggle from the first target. The
team lacked rhythm and was not relaxed. As a result, second shots and lost targets were
prevalent during the round. Jonathan Simpson top scored with a very solid 57 from 60, but
after this, the scores rapidly fell. Our team score was a rather poor 261/300 which
amazingly, was good enough for another fourth place, showing that all the other teams also
struggled in what seemed like perfect conditions.
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We then went immediately into the Single-Barrel due to time constraints. This counted only
for the individual placing. Liam Buchanan was top scorer on 10/10, with Jonathan Simpson
and Sean Collinson-Smith following close behind with 9/10.
Our team’s top score for the day was Jonathan Simpson with 83/90.
Highlights of the Shoot were Hunter Johnson winning the top Year 9 score of the day,
despite having to shoot with a borrowed gun due to mechanical issues; and Max Mitchell’s
second in the Year 9 age group by one point.
There was definitely a lot of work required for the coming weeks before the North Island
Championships, but some of our juniors are showing promise, with solid consistent shooting
which bodes well for later years.
NISS CLAY TARGET SHOOTING COMPETITION
During the first weekend of the July holiday break the Clay Target Shooting team competed
in the NISS championship.
In the opening individual Single Rise event Anthony Simpson got the team off to a very
positive start shooting the possible 20/20 with Sean Collinson-Smith dropping only one
target on his way to scoring a very creditable 19/20. Anthony now would progress on the
shoots offs later in the afternoon.
The second event was the individual and Team Point’s competition. Liam Buchanan led the
way with an excellent 59 from a possible 60 and with Sean Collinson-Smith scoring 56,
Anthony Simpson 53 and Fransois Eksteen 51 the team had set themselves up with a
respectable and competitive score.
Liam’s score would mean he advanced through to the shoot offs and the team’s overall score
of 266 gave us a chance at the medals. When all the team’s scores were finally posted we
were placed a very creditable 5th with only 3 points separating 2nd and 5th positions.
Sean Collinson-Smith came to the fore in the last event of the morning scoring a possible
10/10 in the Single Barrel event with Anthony Simpson completing a good morning’s work
scoring a solid 9/10. The afternoon shoot offs began with the Skeet event. Liam Buchanan
who was our only entrant in this discipline gained a fifth-equal placing.
Anthony Simpson, shooting in a large field of competitors showed great determination and
composure to gain our first medal of the day winning bronze in the Single Rise.
Unfortunately Sean Collinson-Smith just missed out on a medal in the Single Barrel shoot-off
but gained a very well deserved 4th place in the event.
In the final event of the day Liam Buchanan quickly exerted his dominance, putting the other
competitors under early pressure in the shoot off for the individual Points title. In the end it
was a quick and decisive win to Liam who took the gold medal and HOA in this event.
The team can be very pleased with these results. Even though the team will need to be
reconstructed with the loss of both Henry Wills and Jonathon Simpson to Tihoi, these results
will give us a lot of confidence in the lead up to the NZ Nationals in Christchurch later in the
year.
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ROAD RELAY 2012
In the “A” team race in this year’s Inter-House Relay Championships, a good start from
Williams over the first three stages saw them out to any early lead, but Clark had edged in
front of them by the end of the 4th stage. By the mid-point of the race Clark still held the lead
by 17 seconds from Williams, and Fitchett was starting to narrow the gap to the leaders. A
strong 8th stage by Clark’s, Joel Taylor stretched Clark’s lead to almost a minute. By the end
of the 9th stage Fitchett had moved into 2nd place after a fine run by Jared McCarthy. This
was soon followed up by a fantastic run by Fitchett’s Ezra Berridge on the penultimate
stage, where he ran the fastest time of the day on this course. His effort saw Clark’s lead
trimmed to eight seconds. However Jack Tatton running last for Clark ran superbly to stretch
out the lead again, resulting in victory for Clark from Fitchett, with Williams a distant third.
The girls’ race held over six stages saw Fitchett take the early lead, a lead which they held
until just before the mid-point of the race, where they were passed by Williams. Rebecca
Foster running for Williams then really stamped her mark on the relay by running the 4 th
stage close to two minutes faster than any other female runner on that stage. This built a
lead that the other Houses were unable to bridge despite fine efforts by Claire Sayer for
Hamilton and Lizzy Rajan for Fitchett, on the last stage. They both ran 6 minutes 43
seconds for the last senior leg, times which would have seen them holding their own against
the boys on that stage. Their efforts saw Hamilton place 2nd and Fitchett 3rd.
In the “B” team race the competition was tight with 30 seconds separating six teams after
three stages. By the mid-point of the race these same six teams were now separated by 60
seconds with Williams holding a 12 second lead over Sargood. At the three quarter mark
Sargood had whittled the lead down to six seconds and by the 10th stage they hit the front,
but Williams responded strongly over the last two stages to regain the lead and take the win
by 17 seconds with Hamilton 3rd.
Results
A Team
1st Clark
2nd Fitchett
3rd Williams
4th Sargood
5th Hall
6th Hamilton
7th School

B Team
1st Williams
2nd Sargood
3rd Hamilton
4th Hall
5th Clark
6th Fitchett
7th School

Girls
1st Williams
2nd Hamilton
3rd Fitchett
4th School
5th Clark
6th Sargood
7th Hall

The overall points for the House Relay competition (after combining the results of the three
teams) the placings were as follows:
1st
Williams
2nd
Clark
3rd
Fitchett
th
4
Hamilton
5th
Sargood
6th
Hall
7th
School
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CHIEFS SCHOOLS’ U17/U18 DEVELOPMENT CAMP
Fifty Under 18 First XV players from across the Chiefs area were recently selected to attend
the Chiefs region Schools’ Development Camp.
The camp was held in the first week of the holidays at St Peter’s College in Cambridge as
part of the New Zealand Secondary Schools’ selection process.
The players received coaching from Chiefs coaches Dave Rennie, Tom Coventry, Wayne
Smith and Andrew Strawbridge.
Chiefs’ region Provincial Union coaches and specialist position coaches including past Chiefs
players Deon Muir and Todd Miller and past All Blacks Carl Hoeft and Pita Alatini and current
Chiefs squad players also took part in the coaching of the young talented players.
Impressively, we had two representatives, with Josh Tye participating as a Hooker and
Jonty Woods as a Halfback.
OLD COLLEGIANS’ WINTER SPORTS FIXTURE
On Sunday, 24 June, the Old Collegians met to take on the 1st XI Football and the 1st XV
Rugby teams, the day after the All Blacks defeated Ireland by a record margin. However
despite the early kick-off time of 10.15am there were enough Old Collegians of both codes to
make for entertaining matches. The Football was played in a festival atmosphere with the
scores being tied 5 all at full time which meant a penalty shoot-out. This was won
convincingly by the all-conquering 1st XI.
The Rugby match saw the Old Collegians fronting with a huge pack and a fleet footed
backline, which was just what the 1st XV was looking for in lieu of the cancelled match
against Wanganui Collegiate. The Old Collegians opened the scoring with a scintillating back
move culminating in a try under the bar to Andrew Fitchett. Further well executed tries were
scored by Tyme Nikau, Lachy Cooper, Joel Bradley, Tom Rowling and Andrew
Fullerton. The first XV scored equally good tries to James Hunt, Josh Tye and Aaron
Crow. The final score was a 34 to 15 win to the Old Collegians, in what is hoped will be a
much anticipated annual fixture on the sporting calendar.
The day finished with a sumptuous lunch in the dining hall and our thanks go to Director of
Ex-curricular Activities, Mr Peter Gilbert, for his excellent work in coordinating this inaugural
event.

OTHER SPORTING HIGHLIGHTS


Elliot Collier (Year 13) was recently selected for the New Zealand Football, Men’s Futsal
team.
NZ Football held trials throughout the country in June to select the ‘Futsal Whites’ team
to compete in the next FIFA Futsal World Cup in 2016.
Elliot is one of only 20 players selected for the squad and is the only representative of the
Waikato/BOP Football Federation.
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The four-year development plan will see Elliot attend regular training camps, the first of
which is in July in Auckland.
We are extremely proud of Elliot’s selection for the National Futsal team.


Pareraukura (Pare) Gilmartin-Kara (Year 11) and Grace Namana (Year 12) were
selected in the tournament team, at the recent U17 National Inter-Provincial Netball
Tournament held in Christchurch over the holidays. This selection effectively means that
the girls are ranked as one of the top 12 Netballers in their age group for the country – a
tremendous achievement.



Sporting Caps have been awarded to the following:
1st XI Hockey:
 Liam O’Donoghue who joined the 1st XI in Year 11 and has demonstrated great
leadership to the team and has played 70 games for the 1st XI at the time of
presentation.
 Luke David, also joined the 1st XI as a Year 11 student and has demonstrated
tremendous commitment to the team, playing 60 games at the time of his award.
 Sean Henley-Smith joined the team in Year 10 and whose pace on the field has
proved valuable, had played 52 games for the 1st XI.
1st XV Rugby:
 Josh Tye has played 23 games so far for the 1st XV in the 2011-2012 seasons,
selected Waikato U14, U15 and U16 representative sides and this year, is in the NZ
U17 training squad and is a versatile Rugby player who can play all three loose
forward positions and hooker.
 Jonty Rae has played 23 games so far for the 1st XV in the 2011-2012 seasons,
selected for Waikato U14, U15 and U16 age representative teams and has proved a
fast and talented full back.
 Aaron Crow played 22 games for the 1st XV in the 2011/2012 years, at both centre
and wing and proved a very dangerous player with the ball. He has represented
Waikato at U14, U15 and U16 age level.



Waikato Cycling Mini Tour:
On Saturday, 9 June, Ben Negus and Harri Draper-Kidd competed in a cycling mini
tour in Cambridge, comprising a time trial, hill climb and criterion. Ben was well placed in
the first two events before suffering a puncture in the criterion. While Harri finished fourth
in a race he was close to winning.



Andre Stokes and Jackson Bovill had a successful day at the Waikato Secondary
Schools’ Show Hunt Championship held on 20 May. In a combined team, with Matamata
College, Andre placed 3rd and 6th and Jackson got two 2nd placings. Their team managed
to place second overall and were only one point behind the eventual winners.



Our 2nd XV had an excellent win over Hamilton’s Fraser High School 1st XV 22-12 with a
strong game from forwards, Lucan Martin, Thomas Gordon, George Koreman and
Theo Macdonnell.



The following Rugby players attended representative training camps over the July holiday
break:
Chiefs U18/17:
Harlequins U17

Josh Tye and Jonty Wood
James Hunt, Conner Fullerton and Aaron Crow
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The following St Paul’s boys were selected for the Waikato Futsal team to play in the
National Tournament in July:
Sean Rooney (U16 team), John Penyas (U16 team), Jacob Robb (U19 team), Sam
Masterson (U16 team), Ben Bowden (U16 team), Ollie Tomic (U19 team), Ayush
Lakhera (U16 team) and Matthew Fielding (U16 team).



The following boys have been selected for Waikato Hockey teams:
U15 ‘A’ Waikato team: Reuben Andrews, Jonathan Bloor, Aakaash Chimanlal, Bede
Higgens and Maks Wyndham-Smith (Callum Jarvis-Hall is still being considered for
the ‘A’ team, but if he misses out, he will be in the Development team).
U15 Waikato Development team: Jackson Brown, Conor Shalloe and Isaac van der
Vossen.

BOARDERS’ SPORTING AWARDS – PRESENTED AT THE END OF TERM TWO
Year
9
10
11
12
13

CLARK
Touch
Hemmondharop
Jack Davies
Thomas Gordon
Baxter Mackay
Scott Hilliar

SARGOOD
Ben McColgan

WILLIAMS
Hunter Johnson

Ben Clare
Anthony Sauni
Caleb Lingman
Jonty Wood

Kerwan Rose
William Reeves
Hamish Burt
Dylan Coull

HARINGTON

Libby Main
Grace Namana
Rose Spence

CHRISTIAN DIMENSION
SERMON BY JESSICA ELLIOTT – “BE WHO YOU ARE”
Reading by:
Prayer by:
Sermon by:

Rose Spence
David Rooney
Jessica Elliott
“Then, with snoots in the air, they paraded about.
And they opened their beaks and they let out a shout,
“We know who is who! Now there isn’t a doubt.
The best kind of Sneetches are Sneetches without!”

The Sneetches is a book about creatures with stars on their bellies that live with some of the
same creatures that don’t have the stars. In the book, the star-bellied Sneetches play the
roles of the “superior type” while the Sneetches without stars are left out of everything. The
starless Sneetches are treated horribly and not thought of as equal. The star bellied
Sneetches only care about what they look like and not who they are.
When I hear “be yourself”, I think about honesty…frankness and being open to others and to
yourself and eventually, acceptance. Being yourself means letting go of whatever is holding
you back to do something great or something that makes you happy. It is setting yourself free
of the guilt, the doubt, the fear and all the clutches of your world. Thus, for me, being yourself
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is being free -not totally free but being free in a good way. It’s being at peace with your own
self and other people.
Being yourself is one thing that you can always do right. No matter who you are, you have
special things that make you unique and wonderful. Something, though, that everyone
should learn is respect. I say this because everyone judges each other for being who they
are. Why? Do you want to judge yourself? I’m guessing that the answer I would receive is a
resounding “no,” if everyone was being honest with at least themselves. If you want to be
respected, respect others. I see a lot of people who make fun of girls; who don’t care about
their appearance; or girls who use a lot of make-up. Who make fun of guys who don’t play
sport; or who date a lot of girls, of girls; who make attention-seeking statements on Facebook
or guys who act like idiots for attention. Think about how you would feel if you experienced
the same level of scrutiny.
How do you do feel, when you’re judged for your differences.
They would feel the same if they knew you did that. You’re special in your own ways, but so
are they.
Over the last five years since starting high school, growing up has had its ups and downs,
and to this day I’m still not as grown up and mature as what I should be. Changing schools
from Hamilton Christian School to here at St Paul’s has been an eye opening experience to
me, in the way other people treat each other. One thing I can, and every one of my friends
can admit, is that I’m myself; I live for myself; I act like myself. If anyone doesn’t like me, I
don’t care, it’s not my problem. Learning how to deal with what others think of me has taken
me years to understand and be strong enough to walk away. It’s taught me to stand up for
myself, say how I feel when I don’t like things. Just like the Sneetches without stars who are
left out of everything, I used to be excluded from people’s plans or seen as the last option.
People still to this day treat me like that occasionally, but I’ve learnt to be my own friend,
when no one else can be around. So remember all you have to do is be yourself and live the
story that no one else can live – the story of your own unique life.

A SERMON BY JOSIE REILLY – “MAKING THE MOST OF OURSELVES”
Prayer by:
Sermon by:

Patrice Forgeson
Josie Reilly

Every one of us, right now, can be a blank canvas. Let us for a second erase the things in
the past we are not proud of, things we would rather forget. Wipe off the dirty marks that you
smeared on without thinking of the consequences.
Now stop. Your canvas is now clean, pure and you have a whole unblemished surface to
create whatever you can imagine. In your hand you hold a palette of all the colours under the
sun. You spot a passionate and sensual red, a contemplative and thoughtful blue, a happy
and loving yellow. Also on the palette is a dignified purple, charitable pink, humble green and
an energised orange.
But on this palette, right in with the other colours, are some less enticing. There is a spiteful
and jealous deep green, a hateful and intolerant black, violent blood red and a deceitful
brown.
In your hand you now have the colours to paint any picture you like on your canvas.
Every day is a precious and infinitely valuable gift and a chance to change yourself. So
today, reading this, what colours will you choose to paint your life? It would be so easy to
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skip on the colours of hard work and perseverance, and to dab your paint brush in the
colours of laziness and procrastination.
Every stroke you make with your paintbrush creates a picture upon that blank canvas. Over
time, these brushstrokes combine to create a picture. Before you start painting you may have
an idea of what picture you want to create on this canvas, or you may not. But the end
picture, and the impression it leaves upon others is solely determined upon the thousands of
brushstrokes you made, and the colours you chose to paint with.
So it is with ourselves. Our character is comprised of all the small decisions we make, every
second, every minute and every hour of the day. Every action, thought and decision we
make is a brushstroke on the canvas of our soul. When you go out of your way to make an
effort to help someone; spend the extra time pushing through something you find hard; smile
at someone who you know is lonely; give a compliment to someone who needs support; you
create a positive image on that canvas. But it can also be said that by doing the opposite,
you paint a picture too.
Every small action you make, every word, every thought fills up your canvas and when you
paint your canvas with ignorance, intolerance, hate, revenge, anger, violence, resentment
and jealousy, you are denying yourself the ability to have a beautiful and holy picture that
represents who you are. Instead, all the times that you make someone sad and hurt; all the
times you were too blind and prejudiced to accept people the way they are; all the times you
passed judgment on the actions of others without taking a hard look at yourself; all these
times combine and create a far uglier canvas for yourself than you had imagined.
And once your picture is painted, it is very hard to change it, and wipe it clean, for it might
have changed in your eyes, but the picture that your peers have seen for years sticks
carefully in their minds. You must choose your actions carefully.
For in reality, you carry your painting around with you. This is not to say that it is impossible
to change the picture you created. If you look in the mirror and aren’t happy with the person
you are and the things you represent, I would like to remind you of an idea that I find
extremely inspiring.
“Every day is a chance to change your life.”
And you can break it up even further. Every day, every hour, every minute represents the
opportunity for you to make a decision to change yourself for the better. I try to live by this.
When I see things in my life that I am not happy with, or if there are things I know I’m not
doing well enough in, I really try to motivate myself to make a change.
But it’s up to you. The words you read may have no effect whatsoever, but what I’m hoping
to do is to make you reflect on your life and hopefully inspire you to be the most you can be,
and to not let yourself down. It’s up to you. But just remember that at the end of the day, after
all your opportunities and decisions have passed a long time, it will be you, and only you that
will have to accept the picture you have created, whether you like what you see or not.
PETER WALLACE JOHNSTONE – THE SAD PASSING OF A FELLOW OF ST PAUL’S
On Tuesday, 29 May 2012, St Paul’s Collegiate School paid tribute to Mr Peter Johnstone,
who was, in 2011, made a Fellow of St Paul’s, but sadly passed away on 18 October 2011.
To show our respect for Mr Johnstone’s considerable contribution to the School throughout
the years and to acknowledge his longstanding affiliation with St Paul’s (i.e. In 1954, Peter’s
grandfather, Wilfred, owned a parcel of land just over the main driveway, that now makes up
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the current St Paul’s site, which he then went on to sell to our School Founders.) a Kauri
Tree was planted at the front of the School, close to the Headmaster’s residence. Members
of Mr Johnstone’s extended family, friends, Fellows of St Paul’s and Board members joined
together to remember Mr Johnstone, with Mr John Oliver delivering a speech regarding Mr
Johnstone’s association with the various forestry projects that the School is involved in.
William Reeves, (Year 11, Williams House) – Mr Johnstone’s grandson read a moving poem
he had written during his Tihoi experience, about his grandfather. Mrs Margaret Johnstone
laid soil around the base of the tree, before Reverend Andrew Hedge (Board Member) gave
a blessing, before the memorial plaque was revealed to those gathered.
A fitting tribute to a great man, a loving husband, father and grandfather and a very special
friend to those who knew him.

CHAPLAIN’S COMMENT
When you read the book of Genesis, there are two truths that are hard to dispute. First of all,
the world that God created was beautiful beyond description. In the story of Genesis 1 it
says that after each day, God looked at what he created and declared ‘It was good.’ At the
end of the sixth day, he declared it to be ‘very good!’ Secondly, it did not take long for
human beings to mess it all up. In Genesis 3, we have the famous story of Adam and Eve
eating the forbidden fruit and, as a result, being banished from the Garden. By chapter 4,
things have deteriorated to the point where Cain — Adam and Eve’s son — kills his brother,
Abel, in a rage. When God asks Cain where Abel is, Cain responds “I do not know; am I my
brother’s keeper.”
“Am I brother’s keeper?”
In four chapters we have gone from the beauty and perfection of ‘It was very good” to the
selfish, self-centre, rage filled: “Am I my brother’s keeper.” I think it is safe to say that this is
a dramatic fall from grace.
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Now, this reflection is not meant to be a Bible study on the early chapters of Genesis.
Rather, it is to point out that the book of Genesis, a text written over 2500 years ago, still
speaks to us today. We, as human beings, are still a long way off from living out the vision
that God has for us. How often are we guilty of thinking the same way as Cain did?
“Am I my brother’s keeper?”
In other words, how often are we more worried about ourselves — our needs, our wants and
our desires — and ignore or disregard the need of others? The truth is that we are all each
other’s keeper, whether it is our brother, sister, friend, classmate, colleague or stranger. Yet,
far too often we forget this truth and we put our own selfishness ahead of the imperative to
help and care for others, especially those in hardship or distress.
However, every once in a while we get a tiny glimpse of what God’s kingdom could look like
here on earth. We get a small hint of the vision that God has for us as a community—what
was first intended for us when God created the heavens and the earth. Sometimes we get a
gift of seeing first hand of what it means to be one another’s keeper. I was given that gift
recently as I was watching ESPN on TV last week. It was the story of Conner (age 9) and
Cayden (age 7) Long. Connor and Cayden are brothers from Nashville, Tennessee who run
in Triathlons together. At first glance, you might think that there is nothing noteworthy to this
story. What makes this story so remarkable and compelling is that Cayden has a severe
form of Cerebral Palsy. As a result of this, he cannot talk or walk or ride a bike. These two
boys are able to race in Triathlon’s together because Connor swims while pulling Cayden in
a raft, bikes with him in a trailer, and jogs while pushing him in a stroller.
Conner’s mother asked him once whether he wanted to compete on his own, just to see how
well he might do. He refused. For Conner, if he cannot compete with his brother, then he is
simply not interested. For him, running the triathlon was not about selfish motives of winning
or personal glory, it was about sharing the joy of competing together with his brother. As I
watched this story with amazement, a lump grew in my throat. And I thought about that
phrase: “Am I my brother’s keeper?” This remarkable young boy had shown the world what
this phrase truly means.
What if we could all be a little bit more like Conner? What it we made the choice to be a little
less self-centred, a little less self-absorbed? What if we made the effort to look out for one
another a little bit more?
We are all one another’s keeper. We are all connected with one another by our common
humanity, and we need one another for love, care, encouragement, strength and support. If
we could work to be a little bit more like Connor in the way we act towards our family, our
friends, our colleagues, our school mates, then we get one step closer to making the vision
for God’s Kingdom a reality.
BOARDERS’ CITIZENSHIP AWARDS – PRESENTED AT THE END OF TERM TWO
Year
9
10

CLARK
Matthew Tindall
Henry Wills

11
12
13

Cameron Wratt
Mitchell O’Connell
Theo MacDonell
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WILLIAMS
Toby Wallbank
Michael Scott

HARINGTON

Sean Vartiainen
Fransois Eksteen
Martyn Brown

Ella Strack
Hannah Clare
Rebecca Foster
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SPECIAL CHARACTER
NEW ‘FELLOWS OF ST PAUL’S’ INDUCTED
On Monday, 11th June 2012, five new Fellows were appointed at a Special Induction
Ceremony in front of the current school. This year we celebrated the achievements of four
Old Collegians and a past Board Member and look back upon their contribution to the
School, their community and society as a whole. Following the Service, an office
Rededication Ceremony for the redeveloped Dining Room was held. The citations for each
of the recipients of this St Paul’s honour is as follows:
Dr Rod Carr (Old Collegian 1972 – 1976)
Dr Rod Carr came to St Paul’s Collegiate School in 1972 from St Kentigern’s, having spent a period of
time at Homai College due to problems with his sight. Rod has 6% vision from his eyes and as a
result, found involvement in sports games a challenging experience. However, determined not to
allow his poor eyesight to become a disadvantage, Rod developed into an able swimmer while at St
Paul’s, winning the junior, intermediate and senior Swimming Championships, learning to count his
strokes to determine when to make a tumble at the end of the pool.
An outstanding Debater, he was part of the St
Paul’s “dream team” of outstanding debaters
that included: Simon Upton who became a
Minister of the Crown, and John Allen who is
currently Secretary of Foreign Affairs. While
many students were playing games, his
Housemaster, Mr Peter Hill reports that Rod
studied the share market, an interest and
knowledge of which was to prove crucial in
later life for Rod.
In his final year at St Paul’s, Rod was selected
as Head Prefect of Williams House, a role that
he excelled at. Mr Hill reports that he was a
most
outstanding
Head
of
House,
“Unbelievably mature, astute and a caring
fellow, he knew every student inside out. At
Prefect meetings he showed a complete
knowledge and understanding of every boy in
his care in Williams House.”
An outstanding academic, Rod was one of St
Paul’s top scholars, but worked hard for his
achievements. At lights out in the dorms, Rod
would almost consistently go through the
motions of turning his lights out, but then
switch them back on as he worked hard into
the early hours of the morning, regularly
operating on less than five hours sleep each
night.
Upon leaving St Paul’s, he topped his year group in his first year at the University of Otago, gaining
Honours in his Undergraduate degree in Law and Economics, before gaining an MBA in Finance from
Columbia University in New York and a MA in Applied Economics and Managerial Science, and a PhD
in Insurance and Risk Management from The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.
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Rod went on to have a distinguished career in the banking sector as a Senior Executive at the
National Australia Bank in Melbourne, and then as Deputy Reserve Bank Governor of the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand for five years, including five months as Acting Governor. In this former role, he
played a key part in formatting and implementing the country’s monetary policy in the late 1990s and
early 2000s.
In 2003, he was head-hunted for his management skills to take up a business opportunity as the
Managing Director of Jade Software Corporation, while in 2009 he made a significant career direction
change when he was appointed as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Canterbury – ranked as one of
the top 250 Universities in the world. The Vice-Chancellor role has posed many exceptional
challenges, as he has had to take a hands-on role in the recovery process after the impact of the
Christchurch earthquakes.
A Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Management, Rod is a Director of several private and public
companies, including Lyttelton Port Company Limited and the Taranaki Investment Management
Limited. He currently chairs the National Infrastructure Advisory Board, is a trustee of the
Christchurch Earthquake Appeal Trusts and is a Director of the Canterbury Employers Chambers of
Commerce.
Along with a close friendship with his old Housemaster, Peter Hill (who regards Rod as a ‘third son’),
Rod has retained strong ties with St Paul’s. He was appointed as a Director of the St Paul’s
Foundation in 2005 and was made a Life Member of the same in 2006. While in April 1999 he
returned to St Paul’s Collegiate School to officially open the newly completed Student Centre, Science
and Technology blocks.
Rod and his wife, Jenny, have raised four children – Elizabeth, James, Richard and Christopher. To
relax he is a marathon runner who has completed races in many places including Easter Island and
New York, Rod has never allowed the challenges of his eyesight to restrict his goals and
achievements. As a School community, we are proud of his business and banking achievements, and
have been impressed by the leadership he has shown at the University of Canterbury and in the
Christchurch region in what has been one of this country’s most challenging periods. Rod Carr has
had an incredible career that has been a source of great pride for St Paul’s for which he has shown
enduring commitment and loyalty. A deserving recipient of the appointment of Fellow – Dr Rod Carr.

David Gasquoine (Board of Trustees 2002 – 2012)
David Gasquoine and his wife Cathy’s association with St Paul’s started in 2002, when their son,
Mark, started as a Year 9 Boarder in Williams House. Elder daughter, Claire, having earlier attended
Waikato Diocesan, also as a Boarder. Mark took up Rowing and David as a result got actively
involved in the Rowing Club, first as a committee member and then later on taking on the huge
responsibility as the Club Chairman.
In 2005, David was appointed as a Board Member of the Waikato Anglican College Trust Board – a
position he held until April 2012. In May 2006, he was elected as Deputy Chairman, a leadership role
he held until April 2008, a period of time that presented some significant challenges in the governance
of St Paul’s. More recently David has been Chairman of the Board’s Finance Sub-Committee and has
played a crucial role in the key provision of financial oversight and stewardship for the School.
A hugely respected member of the Dairy Industry, David attended Matamata College and then the
Telford Rural Polytechnic where he gained his Diploma in Agriculture, before he and Cathy
established their 130 hectare dairy farm at Hinuera. David has taken an active governance and
representation role at both local and National level as a Councillor for the Shareholders’ council for the
Matamata ward, from the inception of Fonterra until 2007; and was Chair of the ‘Learning and
Development Committee’ for three years - a key role on the Council Leadership Team. In the service
of his community he has been a member of the Waihou-Piako River Catchment Liaison Committee for
the Waikato Regional Council, the Pohlen Hospital Trust Board, and has been a longstanding and
active member of the Matamata Rotary Club.
David Gasquoine has given invaluable service to the St Paul’s community. His input and wise council
into the recent Boarding building developments and in boarding matters as a whole have been crucial
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for the effective operation of our Board. He has been an advocate and sounding-board for boarding
families over the years.
A calm, logical thinker who is able to quickly get to the core of an issue, David’s input as Chairman of
the Finance Sub-Committee in 2009-2010, during a period when the School was hard hit by the
current recession was invaluable and has provided a solid platform for the future governance of St
Paul’s.
David’s considered and positive input around the Board table will be sorely missed and his selection
as a Fellow reflects the high esteem he is held within our St Paul’s community.

Humphry Rolleston (Old Collegian 1964 – 1967)
Humphry Rolleston came to St Paul’s Collegiate School from Cathedral Grammar in Christchurch in
1964, a good part as a result of a family friend and then Headmaster of our School, Mr Reg Hornsby.
He was a boarder in Sargood House for his first three years, before his mentor, Mr Hornsby,
approached him with a request that would have been hard for any boy to refuse, but must have posed
a huge personal dilemma, to change House to be Head of the new Clark Boarding House. A job that
his Boarding Housemaster, Mr Robyn Bayley, said he did an exceptional job of managing. The
organisational skills that have been so important in his business career were clearly evident as almost
single-handedly he has managed the 40 or so boys who made up the House. Humphry got on
extremely well with others, proving very supportive and gaining the respect of the younger boys in his
care.
A real character according to Evan McCulloch, Humphry possessed a personality that you would not
forget in a hurry. He had a great sense of humour, at one stage confronting Mr McCulloch at a
swimming sports event, suggesting that he thought it was time that he gave up his long standing role
as swimming sports announcer and that Humphry could comfortably handle the role.
An all-rounder, Humphry was in both the Choir and the First Cricket Eleven while a student and it was
quite apparent when his parents donated the London-made Choir robes that our singers use today,
where his philanthropic tendencies developed from.
In fact in leaving St Paul’s, he didn’t take the normal safe course in life, instead he worked in an
Anglican Mission Station in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea doing voluntary work. The Mission
Station had no road access and could only be approached by either three-days walking through the
jungle or by flying by single-engine aircraft and landing on a fairly basic airstrip. There were four
different languages spoken in each classroom. English was the teaching language and was picked up
remarkably quickly by students living in a “stone age” environment.
Having returned to New Zealand to attend the University of Canterbury, he only lasted 18 months
before returning to the Highlands and establishing a small business involving coffee trading, guided
tourism walks and wholesale imported foodstuffs from Australia and the Pacific. Over a period of
three years, he lived in a bush house and this proved a formative period for his later business career
and his life in general.
Four years later, he returned to Christchurch and formed a property development and investment
company and was actively involved in that region’s industrial and commercial property market, building
shopping centres and residential subdivisions.
As a result of his experience gained in the commercial business world, he was then sought after as a
Board member of a number of important New Zealand companies, where his business acumen
provided invaluable with the business management teams he has worked closely alongside. These
have included:
 Chairmanship of Helicopters New Zealand Limited – New Zealand’s largest helicopter operator,
who when he sold his interest were operating 40 helicopters around the world, mostly employing
New Zealanders.
 Directorship followed with Scales Corporation (New Zealand’s largest apple grower and cold
storage operator); Christchurch Press; Pyne Gould Guiness (stock and station agency); a
founding Director of Sky Television Limited and Property for Industry; and a Director of Infratil
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Limited (an infrastructure investor with interests throughout Australasia). This being only a
representative list of some of Humphry’s many business Directorships.
Humphry has also been a government appointee to the Board of Industrial Research Limited,
Canterbury Health and ECNZ.
Amazingly for a person who is in such demand for his business skills, he also directly runs
businesses that are involved in employing 400+ people in engineering, manufacturing, security,
tourism and investment banking industries.

Humphry has maintained a tradition of community service with a heavy involvement in Cathedral
Grammar School and St Margaret’s College; his Chairmanship of the Christchurch Cathedral
Educational Trust; and his work as a trustee on the 180 Degrees Trust in Christchurch (helping at-risk
young male teenagers re-engage with their community). In addition, Humphry has maintained a close
interest in St Paul’s Collegiate School, generously establishing The Rolleston Achievement
Scholarship in 2006 that assists students who otherwise might have had to leave the School due to
financial reasons; while in 2005, Humphry agreed to be Patron of the then newly formed St Paul’s
Foundation.
Humphry and his wife, Debra, have successfully raised three boys: James, George and William and
are both regarded as influential people in Canterbury and who are taking an active role in the
redevelopment of Christchurch after the recent earthquakes.
As a School, we are proud of Humphry’s very significant achievements as a respected New Zealand
businessman and influential Cantabrian. We appreciate his loyalty and on-going commitment to St
Paul’s Collegiate School and believe his is a deserved appointment as a Fellow.
New Fellows (L-R):
Mr Daniel Vettori, Mr Humphry
Rolleston, Dr Rod Carr,
Mr David Gasquoine and
Mr Jon Tanner at the Fellows
Induction Chapel Service
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Jon Tanner (Old Collegian 1973 – 1977 and Board Member 1998 – 2001 / 2006 – 2010)
The Tanner family has had a long and close association with St Paul’s, stretching over three
generations. Jon’s father, Keith Tanner was Deputy Chairman and a valuable Board member and his
son’s Sam and Jon both attended the School as Hamilton House students in the 1970’s and Jon sent
his own son, Benjamin to St Paul’s Collegiate School, between 2004 – 2007.
Jon came to St Paul’s in 1973 from Fairfield Intermediate. A talented sportsman, Jon, as a student,
st
was a member of the School’s 1 XI Hockey side, was a Full School Prefect and lead Hamilton House
in his final year at School.
Upon leaving St Paul’s, he continued to enjoy success and he was selected for representation Hockey
sides, playing for the National side, the Black Sticks between 1982 and 1985.
Gaining his Bachelor of Commerce degree in Accounting and Finance, at the University of Otago, Jon
went on to spend five years in Chartered Accountancy and industry, in both New Zealand and
overseas, before entering the Share-broking and Investment Advisory industry in 1986. In 1997, he
joined as Senior Client Advisor and has since become a shareholder, Branch Manager with Craigs
Investment Partners.
Upon his return to Hamilton following his University studies and OE, Jon reconnected with his own
st
School, becoming coach of the 1 XI Hockey side and then Board of Trustees member first from 1998
to 2001 and then again from 2006 through to 2010. Jon’s financial skills, drive and determination to
make a real difference, saw him play an integral part in the establishment of and fundraising for the
School’s world-class Hockey Astro-Turf, including being instrumental in securing the substantial
sponsorship of a local business for the naming rights for this fantastic community resource.
Jon’s contribution to St Paul’s continues to today. In 2002 he took up a Directorship of Great Oaks
Holding Company Limited and has been the Chairman of the School’s investment arm since 2006.
Jon’s interest and contribution to Hockey has been wider than what he has given to St Paul’s.
Founder and Chairman of Midland Hockey in 2005, Jon was a Hockey New Zealand Board member
between 2006 and 2009 and from 2009 has been Founder and Chairman of the New Zealand Hockey
Foundation, it was unsurprising that in April 2012 that he was made a Life Member of Hockey New
Zealand.
Over the years, Jon has taken on many other governance roles for not-for-profit and commercial
organisations. He is a Founder and current Trustee of the MESH Hamilton Sculpture Trust and a
Trustee on the University of Waikato Foundation, along with a variety of other private Charitable
Trusts.
His wife, Sue has been a constant supporter of his on-going investment in St Paul’s and the wider
community. Their son, Ben is at the University of Canterbury studying Business and Communication,
while daughter, Kim is a Hillary Scholar at the University of Waikato, also studying Communication.
Jon Tanner is an Old Collegian who has given much back to St Paul’s; as sports coach; in a
governance role and as a financial advisor. His dedication and commitment to St Paul’s will have long
reaching consequences and we are indebted to him for the loyalty and input he has given our School
especially over the past two decades. Jon’s appointment as a Fellow is most deserved.

Daniel Vettori (Old Collegian 1992 – 1996)
Daniel Vettori is probably one of our most well-known St Paul’s Old Collegians. Daniel came to our
School in 1992 from Marian School, following in his brother Nicholas’ footsteps two years earlier, and
as a consequence, was a Hall House man.
A highly talented sportsman, even at an early age, Daniel started off as a medium-quick pace bowler,
before the Headmaster of the time, Mr Steve Cole, suggested that he had potential as a spinner –
given the dearth of left arm spinners around the nation. As a Year 10 student, he was first selected in
st
the 1 XI Cricket side, a team that he was to Captain in his final two years at St Paul’s. It was not
surprising that in his seventh form year he was chosen to lead Hall House and to be a Full School
Prefect. Daniel showed that he was a leader of men very early on at St Paul’s. Quietly assertive, he
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was able to bring people from all temperaments onside and proved an inspirational influence on both
the Soccer and Cricket pitches. In both Year 12 and Year 13 he showed his Football prowess as a
st
talented member of the 1 XI Soccer side, but it was on the Cricket oval that he was to excel.
st

Daniel took his first six-wicket bag for the 1 XI, 6 for 30 in 1994 (although not quite as good as his
brother 6/9 two years earlier). In the 1996 Collegian it stated that “Daniel’s batting won the team a few
games and remained consistent all year with the highlights a hundred against Kelston Boys’ High
School, while his left arm spin proved effective with the 6 for 47 against Lindisfarne a highlight.” As a
Year 13 student, he was a member of the New Zealand Youth team, Trustbank Park Academy,
Hamilton U18, Northern Districts U18 and U20, Hamilton Senior Men’s team and the Northern District
Senior Squad, so it was not a complete surprise he was selected to play for New Zealand Cricket’s
senior side – the youngest person, at just 18 years and 10 days, to have ever played Cricket for the
National side when he made his debut against England in February 1997, (i.e. only two months after
leaving school).
As a Black Cap, Daniel achieved many international milestones:
 He was the youngest spinner to take 100 wickets in test matches.
 In 2007, he took over the New Zealand Captaincy from Stephen Fleming going on to Captain New
Zealand for 32 tests. In his career, he has often had to captain guys that have been much older
than him and a number who have had challenging personality traits. There have been challenges,
but he has consistently shown his superb management skills.
 In August 2009, he became only the eighth player in Cricketing history (the second from New
Zealand) to achieve 300 wickets and 3,000 runs in test Cricket (joining the company of the great
all-rounders Ian Botham, Kapil Dev, Richard Hadlee, Imran Khan, Shane Warne and Chaminda
Vaas).
 Later in that same year, he briefly filled in as player coach and joined the New Zealand team
selection panel.
 Over 15 years of International Test Cricket, he has taken 359 wickets at 34.16 a piece – second
only to Sir Richard Hadlee’s 431. While he has scored 4486 runs, with six centuries at an average
of 30.25 per innings – only four players have scored more runs.
 At various times in his career he has ranked as the world’s number one ODI bowler, a version of
the game where he has taken 274 wickets and 2053 runs from his 268 ODI’s.
At many times in his career, it has been Daniel Vettori who has proved a crucial influence for the Black
Caps side – one example was recently at Hamilton, when he walked out at 60 for six after lunch and
sometime later he walked back to the Pavilion with 118 to his name. It seems that he could seldom
afford to be a bit player – so often he has proved the rescuer of lost causes.
Daniel Vettori has played for New Zealand, Delhi Daredevils, ICC World XI, Northern Districts,
Nottinghamshire, Queensland, Royal Challengers Bangalore, Warwickshire and most importantly in
st
this context, for the St Paul’s 1 XI Cricket side.
It is amazing to think that in 1995, Daniel broke the C4 in his spine in a road accident which could
have ended a promising career before it had really begun, but he came back from that difficult time to
become one of the world’s best cricketers.
It is not often a School has the Captain of a major National sport, let alone a current test player as an
Old Collegian. Daniel Vettori, by the way, has performed both on and off the field, has brought great
credit and has been a source of great pride to St Paul’s. Humble, calm under pressure, confident and
articulate in front of television cameras, he is married to Mary – perceived as a balanced, welladjusted family man, with a son and a daughter, with another child due soon - as an Old Collegian we
couldn’t have asked for a better role model for our current students. His mother and father, Robin and
Renzo, must be as proud as St Paul’s is of both his achievements and the manner in which he has
carried himself in the international sporting arena. In all aspects, Daniel Vettori deserves his
appointment as a Fellow.
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First appointed St Paul’s Fellow
(1984), Mr John Mortimer QSM
reopens the Dining Hall following
the rededication by Rev Luccock

TIHOI – THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN
At the first Year 10 Tihoi intake’s Graduation Ceremony on Saturday, 1 June, the following
students were recognised as Major Prize Winners for their intake:
SETON PRIZE FOR MOST OUTSTANDING STUDENT: Nonthiwat Seehamart
Most Outstanding Student nominations: Ben Dobbe, Blake Phillips, Nonthiwat
Seehamart, Conor Shalloe and James Wilkins
MURRAY HARINGTON CUP FOR MOST IMPROVED STUDENT: Stephen Joe
Most Improved Student Nomination: Callan Buchanan, Stephen Joe, Ethan Kimpton,
Jaime King
DIRECTORS AWARDS:
Matthew Bailey, Dean Fullerton, Paul Ferguson, Ariki Thomson, Ryan van Straalen and
James Weight
FURMINGER AWARD: (Student who has shown respect to staff and other students) Joshua Voigt
COMMUNITY SERVICE AND ENVIRONMENT AWARD: Isaac van der Vossen
CROSS COUNTRY AWARD: Jordan Mulholland-Tonar
SHOOTING AWARD: Dominic Belfield
EXPEDITION AWARDS: (for all round excellence on expedition)
KAYAK:
Ben Dobbe
CANADIAN CANOE: Jordan Mulholland-Tonar
TRAMP:
Sam Treloar
SEA KAYAK:
Ethan Kimpton
MOUNTAIN BIKE:
Stephen Joe
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KINGHAM CUP: (House winning the most House sport); and LUDER TROPHEY: (Overall
winning House) Gill’s House: Luke Mickell, Jordan Mulholland-Tonar, Blake Phillips, Jack
Raos, Nick Rose, Nonthiwat Seehamart, Luke Van der Broek

Kayak Expedition Group

Mountain Bike Expedition at Queen
Charlotte Sound

SCHOOL FORESTRY INVESTMENTS
In 1982, a group of St Paul’s parents of the time and Old Collegians purchased and then
planted 115 hectares of pine trees on a farm at Honikiwi, west of Otorohanga. This forest
has recently reached maturity and milling commenced in late 2010 and is expected to
conclude in the middle of next year. Through the foresight, hard work and energy of these
supporters of our School, we hope to improve the future financial viability of St Paul’s. In late
October we intend to recognise the contribution of the original Honikiwi investors at a special
Chapel Service.
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Recently the Board Chairman, Mr Philip Morgan QC, and Headmaster, Mr Grant Lander,
visited the Waimiha Forest, along with the other forestry Directors of the Boston Forest
syndicate. Milling on this forest is expected to commence in the next three-five years and
while the School has a smaller shareholding, this is expected to be a high-yielding plantation.

The Headmaster, Board Chairman and
Boston Forest Directors, supports of
St Paul’s, inspect some of our Forestry
Investments

FAMILIES HOSTING BOARDERS OVER WEEKENDS
For Health and Safety reasons and to fulfil the School’s legal and duty of care
responsibilities, it is crucial that all local families who host boarders over the weekend
complete an “Invitation to Host a Boarder” form, which is available to be downloaded from
the St Paul’s website – www.stpauls.school.nz.
Distance families and the School need to ensure that there is adequate adult supervision and
guidance whilst a boarder is being hosted with a Day boy’s family and that they will be
returned to the hostel by 6.00pm of the night that their leave ends.
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RETURNING INTENTIONS FOR 2013
As we are in the process of finalising enrolments for 2013, we ask that
any parents of an existing student from Year 9 through to Year 12,
whose son/daughter is definitely leaving at the end of 2012 to notify the
Headmaster in writing by September 2012. If you are uncertain about
your child’s returning intentions you must notify the School no later
than 1st October 2012. Any family not giving the required written, term’s
notice, will unfortunately be charged term one fees for 2013.
NEW HOMESTAY FAMILIES WANTED FOR OUR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
We are always looking for new families to host our international students. This may be on a
full time basis or just for weekends/holidays. As St Paul’s families you will understand the
special character of our School and the expectations we have of our students.
Payment is $30 per night. If you are interested in hosting a student and would like an
application form or simply to find out a little more about it, please contact the Director of
International Students, Helen Richardson – Telephone: 07 957 8843, or Email:
h.richardson@stpauls.school.nz
STUDENT ABSENCES FROM SCHOOL
St Paul’s has a legal responsibility to ensure that all absences are ‘explained’. This means
that if your son/daughter is unable to attend school on any particular day, we would
appreciate it if the parents of Day students would ring the School Office on the day of your
teenager’s absence. Students should bring a note explaining their absence to their
Housemaster when they next return to School.
If your son/daughter has an appointment during the day, they need a note to verify this and
must sign the ‘gate book’ in the main office Reception area.
STUDENTS USE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE
A reminder that all students bringing a motor vehicle to and from school are required to gain
permission from the Deputy Headmaster. St Paul’s students are under the School’s
jurisdiction from the time they leave home to the time they return home from school. Once
they have been granted permission, they must display their St Paul’s car permit in the car
window. Prior permission must be given by both sets of parents and the School, before
passengers can be carried. Drivers must have a full license to carry passengers. Student
motor vehicles can only be used at the start and the end of the school day. Abuse of car use
will result in the withdrawal of permission for a student to use their motor vehicle to get to and
from school. Serious breaches of the School’s bylaws can result in significant disciplinary
action.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Term Two was full of highlights and high points. We received wonderful support for the
musical production of ‘Les Misérables’ and in return, audiences were treated to one of the
best, if not the best shows, that St Paul’s has put on.
While Cultural pursuits dominated the latter half of the term, our sportsmen both individually
and collectively performed impressively both at a regional and National level. The exploits
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of Futsal player, Elliot Collier; Netballers, Pare Gilmartin-Kara and Grace Namana; and the
Clay Target Shooting team were extremely commendable. So too were the performances of
our Colts Football team, winning the Hillsdene Trophy; or their older Soccer brothers - the 1st
XI team that has done so well in the provincial competition, and in their National play-off
game against Tauranga Boys’. But none of this would have been possible without the huge
dedication and commitment of the St Paul’s staff. We have an amazing group of mentors
and coaches who work with our sons and daughters. I for one am in awe of the way they are
able to extract the creativity and potential from almost all of the young people who make up
this School.
I look forward with great excitement and anticipation to reporting on the successes and
achievements in Term Three, of the young men and women who make up the St Paul’s
community.
G W LANDER
HEADMASTER

Les Misérables
2012 School Production
An outstanding success for
all involved in this amazing stage
show. Congratulations!
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